


AS YADAV requirement,  update the user 
experience for the check out and cart parts, 
As well as the color combination.

In order to attract more customer and give 
them better experience to shop on YADAV’s 
website. Updating website, especially for the 
cart part to help them to clearly and easy 
check out.

YADAV
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The goal includes business goal and user Goal. What 
creating in the website or the strategy will surround the 
goal.

Goal

Help YADAV to increase profit, attract and 
keep the more user to go through website 
and check out.

User will have a better buying diamond 
experience. Got the diamond which they 
like and affordable



What are the target audience’s lifestyle?

Who are the stake-holder?

How do the target audience shop?

How do they engage with diamond shopping website?

What are the most needed features do they want on a diamond shopping website ?

Who is our competitor?

What is the metric?

To achieve that goal, the following 
questions had to be answered:



Discover Define Ideate

The design process based on define problems 
to the solution design. Below is what should do 
in the define process.

Go insight to better  
define the problem

Have a clear view of 
the problem, the goal 
and the users

Find solution to the 
problem with the insights 

Methodology 



How to find the way to define 
and find the problems ? 

—-It can help me to figure out the path and every steps which go to the end  
of check out from the wider vision to see the whole things.

—It also can help to find the problem or the bug during do each steps 

— Do it as document can help the whole team better understand each step 

-sometimes I analyze the all the issues as expert angle, it also needs more 
angle from our target user. 
-The testing people can be our staff and customer. 

-company with other website to find the pros and cons as reference to 
consider our website. 



What is the standard to analyze 
the check out flow?

Visibility of system status

Match between system and the real world

User control and freedom

Consistency and standards

Error prevention

Recognition rather than recall

Flexibility and efficiency of use

Aesthetic and minimalist design

Help users recognize, diagnose, and recover from errors

Help and documentation



Cart

Figure out IA for each step

Add to the shopping 
cart and check out flow

Initial User Research 

Older version VS Phase 1

User Testing

Design Iteration

Organize files 

Work for the cart to check out process

What I have done in order 
to define the issues?

Requirement

Business Goal + User Goal 

Strategic Objectives

Business Goal + User Goal 

Competitive Analysis
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What I did this week?
Week 02

( 04 / 19 ~ 04 / 27 )

Proposal for YADAV 

Shopping Cart

Check out pages include  
-Address Page-  
-Delivery Page-  
-Review- 
-Pay method-

Analyze  check out process from address, delivery, review to payment .

Check out every page what it looks like in the mobile version.

User testing is very effective way to know the pain point.

Analyze what the competitor did, include the good and bad points.



USER FLOW

Start from the entire bird vision or architect to analyze  the path



Ring ready  
to  
ship

Start from  
diamond

Start from  
Setting

Wedding  
Ring
/ Others(Nature/Lab) (Or jewelry like earring)

Sequence Sequence Sequence Sequence

Cart 

Edit

Add to cart

Shopping Cart 

Guest / Login / Logged

Review

Payment

Order Confirmation 
 maessage

Address

Delivery

Login / Register
Sequence

Guest / New User Logged UserLogin / Register

End

Personal Info

Addresss

Comments /

Special Instructions

Same address 

as shipping

Promo Code

Same address 

as shipping

Delivery Options

Payment Options

YESP Protection

Place Order 

Continue

Continue

Continue

Button

User 

Sequence

Pages

Switch

Filled Info

User Flow- Phase 1

Scenario 1:  
Existing user wants to add items to shopping cart and checkout. 
 
Scenario 2:  
Existing user wants to checkout without adding items to cart. 
 
Scenario 3: 
New user wants to add items to shopping cart and checkout as a guest. 
 
Scenario 4:  
New user wants to checkout without adding items to cart as a guest. 

Adding to Shopping Cart/Check out 

1. If users click”Buy this setting without center stone” or “Buy this 
diamond without setting” without choosing an option (ie: Choose 
setting,Choose diamond.), they will be prompted to do so before 
proceeding to checkout.  
 
2. User are prompted to add “YESP” to the cart before checking the 
shopping cart. 
 
3. After order is placed, user always have the chance to add “YESP” to 
the cart. 
 
4. If users choose setting without choosing an option (ie: size,  color ) , 
they will be prompted to do so before proceeding to checkout in the 
shopping cart page.  
 
5. After order is placed, guest users are given another chance to 
register in the order thank you page using the personal information 
entered in checkout process.

In the shopping Cart page

Note :



Original version is  Address >Delivery>Review>Payment 

Reviewing everything clearly can help users to assure the 
all the info are correct and motivate them to place the 
order into order.
Therefore, the review page can put behind the 
payment page. Show all the information before 
check-out.

Doubts From Flow

Flow— 
Adding to Shopping Cart  / Check out 

1

2

3

Consider have some quick login options, eg: facebook, yelp

Original method is showing the pop-up pages which 
show after you click “add to cart” button, before the 
shopping cart show out.

Compare which part show “YESP” plan which can promote 
user to add. When I test the original one, I f ind it is very 
clear and visible, but I just want to close. So I wonder 
testing two options may be needed

Also can show the pop-up page after click the 
“Process to Check Out” button which in the shopping 
cart page before go the the check out page

3.1

3.2



INSIGHT

Insight every page related to the flow which will check step by step start from 
shopping cart to check the IA, then analyze the page.  



Information Architecture

Shopping Cart

Shopping Cart 

Items 

Only Diamond 

Only Setting  

Size

Check Out Process

Other Jewelry

Appraisal

Jewelry Cleaner

Processed  to 
 check out

Delete

Address Delivery Review Payment

Total

Name

Choose Ring 
Page

Choose Pendant  
Page

Choose Diamond  
Page

Diamond & Setting

Size

Quantity

Unit Price

Promo Code

Choose Diamond

Choose Ring

Choose Pendant

Add “YESP”

TAX

Order SummarySubtotal

Jewelry Cleaner

Appraisal

Estimated Total

Estimated Ship

Navigation Bars

Chat

YELP Link



When the users want to delete the item which already 
adding in the shopping cart. The original version is that 
just delete the item and refresh automatically. 
 
It should give the users the opportunity to confirm this 
action. eg: Are you sure to delete this item? (Delete/ 
Cancel/Add to the cart)

User have to  check Order Summary part, scroll all the 
page down to the bottom. 
 
The high emphasis button related to the order summary 
parts. Therefore it is also hard to find. As a button which 
connect to check out, it should motivate people to finish 
the order.  

Doubts  
From Shopping Cart-1

Analyze 
Shopping Cart 

3

6
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1
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5

4

Phase 1
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What users care about the info of the diamond.  
Commonly it includes the quality and Price. 
So the estimated total should be a little bit more visible 
than right now

Typefaces 
1) Amiri 
This typeface commonly uses for header, callout text, or  
button. Amiri is used to creating elegance and delicate  
looks to our site. However, it is significantly smaller than  
the sans serif that we have in the systems. Sometimes you  
need to bump up the size to balance out with the other  
one. 
 
2) Montserrat 
The sans serif typeface is easier to read compared to the  
f irst one. The font is mostly used for body text. 

We use the type face Amiri mostly. Using the same size 
 Amiri is smaller than the font which we used before. 
Therefore, the same size as before will be unreadble

Doubts  
From Shopping Cart-2

Analyze 
Shopping Cart 

Below is what Melissa did for the design system. I will 
double check this in phase 2

6
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All the button is the same dark gray and white text. And 
hard to read it. 
 
Try to figure out which action is more important. It will be 
more visible stronger contrast. 
 
Avoiding the page have too much high light, attract the 
user attention. Focus what should motivate the user to pay 
attention.  

Doubts  
From Shopping Cart-3

Analyze 
Shopping Cart 

6

7

The last item user added  to the cart should be the first 
item which show in the shopping list.

When user has a lot of items in the cart, they want to check 
out only few one in the cart, how did they will do? Delete 
one by one? Don’t motivate them check out later? 
Therefore, have the option save for later in order to 
motivate user to check more items. 



Compare the old version, the phase 1 didn’t have the 
promoted option to give the user suggestion to add more 
item as a wedding present.  
 
I am curious about the reason. Just mark to ask.

Compare the old version the jewelry cleaner option in the 
phase 1 has already added to the shopping cart. 

In the old version has Affirm payment in the order 
summary, but the phase 1 doesn’t have this option. I have 
doubt about this. User see have the payment option by 
staging, which may encourage the user who didn’t want to 
pay once to continue to check out.

Analyze 
Shopping Cart 

Old version

(Compare old version and Phase 1)

8

10

9

Doubts  
From Shopping Cart-4



The order summary can be putted on the top/bottom of the 
screen in the mobile version as it include the high emphasis 
button and the estimated total price. 
Motivated customer to check out.( Sticky button suggested)

Put the “YESP” plan on the top can motivate people to 
consider to buy this plan. 
[ Another thing is when delete the item, the page will 
refresh, and the  “YESP” will pop-up again. If we have too 
many items to delete that will be such pain to see the 
“YESP” again and again ]—Consider and test 
Also think about the pop-up “YESP” promotion sheet 

Now it is ok and can be press, but it close to unpressed. 

Doubts  
From Shopping Cart-mobile

Analyze 
Shopping Cart 

1

2

3

4

4





INSIGHT

Insight the check out process step by step. The first step in phase 1 is address. 
Analyzing the IA in this page and think about this process for user to check out.



Information Architecture

Address

Address
First / Last Name

Order Summary

First / Last Name

State 

State 

Zip Code

Zip Code

Street

Street

Country

Country

/City/

/City/

Email

Use the Same  
Address as Shipping

Continue to  
Payment ReviewDelivery Payment

Email



The sequence of each step.

The long name is hard to read and recognize. 

The name of the item includes many information. Same font,  size, 
same weight and color. Think about what the user want to check from  
this part and what is the function of the order summary, as this info below 
In the order summary part.

Unclear Status post.

When combine the setting and the diamond, the two names 
place in the same crowed part    

Hard to recognize the info for setting and the info for  
diamond.

How about use small icon in the summary order or the thumbnail 
pic to divide the different items

Check the the explain in the next step.

Doubts  
Check Out-Address-01

Analyze 
Check out - 01 .Address 

3

1

4

5

222.1

2.2



Type into the form Clearly? Need interaction? The content is readable?   

1.Before typing into the form, user can clear know what kind of information 
they will put into.
——The label is not distinct visible.
——Think about the font include size, color, weight

——Think about the font include size, color, weight

——Think about the font include size, color, weight

——The filled content can’t be see clearly.

——The filled content can’t be see clearly.

——The alert notification on the top which only noticed when didn’t f ill email, 
and there is no red outline to indicate the position.

——Consider whether need the alert on the top which will alert user to pay  
attention to the following errors below.

2.When typing in, user can type in and edit easily, they also can exactly know 
which part they are typing in.

3.After typing in, user can clear see what they have already type in.

4.When get errors, user can clear know what is the error and how to fix 

5.Text field states should be clearly differentiated from one another.

Think about the questions for scenario below:

Doubts  
Check Out-Address-02

Analyze 
Check out - 01 .Address 

3

1

4

5

222.1

2.2



Now putting the  button below  all the info on the right side. The font is not so 
Clear inside the button and think about whether needs more button which in 
the order summary.  Another question is the button keep consistent whichalign 
to the right side. 

Doubts  
Check Out-Address-03

Analyze 
Check out - 01 .Address 

3

1

4

5

222.1

2.2

What users care about the info of the diamond.  Commonly it 
includes the quality and Price. 
So the estimated total should be a little bit more visible than right 
now



Consider the position about this button, easy to find and  go to the next 
step. 
Consider show the button can be sticky on the screen, alway can been 
see.  
Think about the consistence about this button’s position. eg: align 
center, keep align center, not right or left.

Doubts  
Check Out-Address-Mobile

Analyze 
Check out - 01 .Address 

1

2

Behind the  continue button? Thinking abut the sequence, 
After finish the form, user also want to know the order  
summary then continue,  scroll down and up then check  
out is complex.



Layout 

Original  Version Phase 1

Same

Same

Same

Green

Montserrat

Same

Same

Same

Gold

Amiri

Color 

Style

Font 

Functions

Note / Other

Doubts  
Check Out-Address-Compare

Analyze 
Check out - 01 .Address 

Compare the different between the original and Phase 1, that can help 
developer and  designer don’t leave the information when updating them

1. The font system  should be settle down, and double check the changing of 
the font which already apply for the whole website.

2. Analyze the updated font fit our website or not!!!!  (Warning )

3. Don’t only limit and restrict all the thing based on the older version, think 
about some good reference, or good part the competitor did.

Version

Element

It should have a better clarity for 
the information, the font is big 
issue. Be careful about the font 
system in the whole website.



INSIGHT

Insight the check out process step by step. The second step in phase 1 is address. 
Analyzing the IA in this page and think about this process for user to check out.



Information Architecture

Delivery

Delivery

Comments &  
Special Instructions 

Pick Up from  
Show Room 

UPS

Continue to  
Payment Review Payment

Order Summary



Delivery option should be related to the status bar delivery. Right now the  
address option bar is too strong contrast. That confuse the user to relate each of 
them.

Most time it has the explanation for the delivery option. And it is obvious in order  
to help the customer to easy to choose the option which they need.

Motivate user to pick up in the showroom, but  the sentence is divided by the  
notice. That will be wired for user to read the information. Think about below screen shot 
which in the product page. 

Doubts  
Check Out-Delivery-01

Analyze 
Check out - 02.Delivery

1

2
3

5

4



This part has described in last step. Check it in the first step of check out

The shipping notice is on the corner which is so deep, user is hard to see that. 
If it is important or help user to notice something about the shipping, it show 
be consider to put in the shipping option area. 

The font has been a big issues across all the pages.  The system is not clear. 
Therefore the hierarchy is chaos.  Losing the visual lead.

Doubts  
Check Out-Delivery-02

Analyze 
Check out - 02.Delivery

1

2
3

4

5
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2
3

4

For the diamond, it can’t be shipped? If 
diamond only can’t be shipped through 
online, It should have some introduction.  

Layout 

Original  Version Phase 1

Same

Same

Same

Green

Montserrat

Same

Same

Same

Gold

Amiri

Color 

Style

Font 

Functions

Note / Other

Doubts  
Check Out-Delivery-Compare

Analyze 
Check out - 02.Delivery

Compare the different between the original and Phase 1, that can help 
developer and  designer don’t leave the information when updating them

1. The font system  should be settle down, and double check the changing of 
the font which already apply for the whole website.

2. Analyze the updated font fit our website or not!!!!  (Warning )

3. Don’t only limit and restrict all the thing based on the older version, think 
about some good reference, or good part the competitor did.

4. Question mark for unshippable items:  For the diamond, it can’t be 
shipped? If diamond only can’t be shipped through online, It should have 

Version

Element

It should have a better clarity for 
the information, the font is big 
issue. Be careful about the font 
system in the whole website.



INSIGHT

Insight the check out process step by step. The third step in phase 1 is review. 
Analyzing the IA in this page and think about this process for user to check out.



Information Architecture

Review

Review

Bill Address

Shipping 

APPLY PROMO  
CODES

Edit Bill Adress

Edit Shipping 

Continue to  
Payment Payment

Order Summary



The sequence of the status is not based on the real logic,  the individual review part 
only show the billing address and shipment, not show all the info about the order. 
Another thing is that the payment is the last step.  Mostly review should be the last 
step.

The billing address is lay vertically.  Using the column to arrange the review part, it is 
too small and busy to read. 

Think about the position about the promo code. In the order  summary? Or still here?

Doubts  
Check Out-Review-01

Analyze 
Check out - 03. Review

1

3

2



The older version has the insurance part, but phase one didn’t have it. 

Doubts  
Check Out-Review-02

Analyze 
Check out - 03. Review

4

Compare the clarity between all the older one and phase 1.  The content is less clear 
than older one. Another thing is the serif make the body content feel old style



Layout 

Original  Version Phase 1

Same

Same

Green

Montserrat

Same

Same

Gold

Amiri

Color 

Style

Font 

Functions

Note / Other

Doubts  
Check Out-Review-Compare

Analyze 
Check out - 03. Review

Compare the different between the original and Phase 1, that can help 
developer and  designer don’t leave the information when updating them

1. The font system  should be settle down, and double check the changing of 
the font which already apply for the whole website.

2. Analyze the updated font fit our website or not!!!!  (Warning )

3. Don’t only limit and restrict all the thing based on the older version, think 
about some good reference, or good part the competitor did.

4. Figure out what is user’ need and what they want to review before they 
check out.

Version

Element

It should have a better clarity for 
the information, the font is big 
issue. Be careful about the font 
system in the whole website.

Phase 1: Lose the Zillon 
Insurance function.

4

1

3

2



Layout 

Original  Version Phase 1

Same

Green

Montserrat

Same

Gold

Amiri

Color 

Style

Font 

Functions

Note / Other

Doubts  
Check Out-Review-Compare

Analyze 
Check out - 03. Review

Compare the different between the original and Phase 1, that can help 
developer and  designer don’t leave the information when updating them

1. The font system  should be settle down, and double check the changing of 
the font which already apply for the whole website.

2. Analyze the updated font fit our website or not!!!!  (Warning )

3. Don’t only limit and restrict all the thing based on the older version, think 
about some good reference, or good part the competitor did.

4. Figure out what is user’ need and what they want to review before they 
check out.

4. Think about the sequence whether  it influence the user choose the 
payment method or what can motivate them to continue.

Version

Element

It should have a better clarity for 
the information, the font is big 
issue. Be careful about the font 
system in the whole website.

Phase 1: YESP Plan update the 
style and be more clear.

The sequence of payment 
method is different.



INSIGHT

Insight the check out process step by step. The last step in phase 1 is address. 
Analyzing the IA in this page and think about this process for user to check out.



Payment OptionsBank Wire

Monthly Payment 

Paypal

Split Payment

Credit Card

Pay By Phone

Card Info

Card Info

Phone Info

Amount

Amount

Affim Website

Paypal Website

Information Architecture

Payment Method

Order Summary

YESP

Processed  to 
 check out Order Confirmation

Delivery



Bank Wire

Bank Wire

Default  Pay Option

Pay Method Options

Monthly Payment 

Monthly Payment Paypal

Paypal

Split Payment Split Payment

Credit Card

Credit Card

Pay By Phone

Pay By Phone

Original  Version

Payment  Method

Sequence 

When user came into payment page. Already has the the notice to tell the user what is the most 
convenient  methods.

When user didn’t do any action, It has the default option which already chosen. 

Which payment method is  the better for YADAV to receive the order? 

The sequence for the list of payment method are different between older one and  Phase 1.  

Which payment  method is the better payment can give the user the lowest price or fastest way to check out?

Which payment  method that can fit the user’s special needs? eg: pay by stage

Which payment method YADAV didn’t suggest  user to use, but it is still common method in the market?

(The list sequence based by  
the showed in the website) 

Phase 1

Doubts  
Check Out-Payment-Method Sequence(IA)

Analyze 
Check out - 04.Payment  



Put as the default one it should be the method which is recommended. Double check 
this method it is most recommend or not.

Doubts  
Check Out-Payment-01

Analyze 
Check out - 04.Payment



Using this order will place the order to the affirm website.

Doubts  
Check Out-Payment-02

Analyze 
Check out - 04.Payment



Jump out the Paypal button to check out, it is wired to click and go the Paypal

Showing the notice after all the method should be considered.

Doubts  
Check Out-Payment-03

Analyze 
Check out - 04.Payment



—All the information will show behind all the methods options, user can’t see the 
form/action directly.

—The notice should show the information clear and shortly. Title, introduction and the 
text body should show the hierarchy clearly.

—All the titles should have the meaning to help 
user to know how much they need to pay totally , 
how much they have payed and how much they 
didn’t pay 

—After choosing and finish the info, jump to this 
page as the left picture. 
User has two options: 
1.Credit card 
Continue to use credit card pay method until 
f inishing total amount.  
2.Complete by Phone 
That can place order. Staff will assist user ASAP 

The question is the scenario. 
Users want to use Affirm, PayPal  or other 
payment, how to back to the pay method to 
change?

Doubts  
Check Out-Payment-04

Analyze 
Check out - 04.Payment

Total
Paid
Due Amount
Current Amount
Due Amount After Payment



Show the form below the information. Less relation to this method

Consider it can show after clicking the option, and show below this option. 
eg: apple check out

Doubts  
Check Out-Payment-05

Analyze 
Check out - 04.Payment



Can’t understand the meaning of the notice and relate to the description of this 
method

User can’t know what will happened after clicking the place order button.

Doubts  
Check Out-Payment-06

Analyze 
Check out - 04.Payment



Shopping Cart - Compare to other web




